Many fluvially eroded terrains display an intimate interaction of their patterns of channel and ridge lines. Under the assumption that there is exactly one outer ridge link positioned between any two neighboring outer channel links, the paper analyzes such interlocking networks by investigating their dual graphs. Several formal relationships are established which translate into a set of both existing and new theorems describing the close interdependency of channel and ridge parameters: Interlocking networks are of equal magnitude, the link numbers of the ridge and channel paths enclosing channel and ridge subnetworks have the same mean value, the link number of the boundary path enclosing a subnetwork is equal to the number of boundary paths passing through the root of the subnetwork, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the inner nodes of the two networks as well as between their paths, and every such pair of corresponding ridge and channel paths delineates an area that is closed with regard to slope runoff.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most common and conspicuous landform patterns is the landscape of alternating ridges and valleys created by fluvial erosion. Its surface is formed by a continuous band of slopes which intersect at their upper end to form ridges and at their lower end to form channels. The three-dimensional distribution of both channel and ridge lines is completely controlled by the combined effects of channel and slope erosion.
In areas of roughly uniform environmental control the slope distribution along lines of steepest descent tends to be relatively simple and consistent. Consequently, the spatial distribution of ridges and their junctions display a strikingly close relationship to the distribution of channels and their bifurcations. While this phenomenon is neither unfamiliar nor unexpected, its description is largely limited to the cartographic display of particular terrains. That is, except for the few research efforts referred to below, intertwined patterns of channels and ridges are not described by any formal principles governing their distribution but rather through the presentation of the raw data. It is the purpose of this paper to unravel some of the systematic interdependencies that seem to exist between such interlocking ridge and channel patterns.
Well before, but especially since, Horton's [1945] famous paper on erosional stream development, natural drainage networks have been subjected to geometric and topologic analysis. These analyses [Cayley, 1859; Horton, 1932; Strahler, 1952; Shreve, 1966; Warntz, 1968 Warntz, , 1975 Schumm, 1977] treated various spatial and connectivity properties like drainage density or network order as they relate to each other and to erosional and depositional processes which in turn depend on climatic regime and local geology. Shreve's [1966] definition of topological randomness in natural channel networks, in particular, gave rise to a large body of research that investigated network structure by itself as well as its dependency on external parameters [Abrahams, 1984] . Comparable studies of ridge patterns are remarkably few in number and the considerable conceptual problems associCopyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0043-1397/91/91WR-02322505.00 ated with the formal description and explanation of ridge lines have barely been mastered. It is therefore not surprising that the peculiar interrelations governing the geometric layout and the internal connectivity of interlocking ridge and channel networks are, at this point, more a matter of generalized observations and impressions than of theoretical prediction and empirical verification. Probably the first researchers who recognized and described natural channel and ridge lines as interrelated formal structures were Warntz [1966 Warntz [ , 1968 Warntz [ , 1975 and Warntz and Woldenberg [1967] ; however, the Warntz/Woldenberg approach leads to both theoretical and practical dif•culties and has not seen much application in the literature [Pfaltz, 1976; Mark, 1979] . Mark [1979 Mark [ , 1982 studied patterns of peaks interlinked by ridge lines and isolated specific statistical tendencies in the sets of ridge trees he had obtained from topographic maps.
The first quantitative study investigating the interdependency between selected parameters of channel (sub)networks and adjacent ridge lines that lead to specific empirical findings was Abraham's [1980] work on the relation between divide angles and the length distribution of channel links. Werner's [1982 Werner's [ , 1986 Werner's [ , 1988 approach to the channel/ridge dependency problem differs in that it adresses topological relations only; however, it does so for entire ridge and channel networks rather than their local building blocks. Applying the principal ideas of network delineation by Krumbein and Shreve [1970] , Werner devised an operational procedure that permits, in a fairly unequivocal fashion, the identification of ridges on topographic maps. Tying the definition of each outer ridge link to the elevated terrain "between" neighboring outer channel links rendered interlocking ridge and channel networks as dual phenomena; in turn, the dual relationship permitted the deduction of several duality theorems establishing precise relations between topological ridge and channel network features.
The current paper continues this work in two directions: It develops a new methodology of mathematical investigation, and on this basis, it proceeds to prove both new theorems (theorems 1-3) and theorems reported in earlier papers (theorems 4-5). While applicable definitions and concepts will be briefly reiterated below, the reader is referred to Werner [1988] for a more detailed review and explication of the subject matter. 3237 
Duality Relations
The interlocking and alternating positioning of their outer links creates a reversible interdependence relation between interlocking networks, causing any statement about one in reference to the other to apply equally in the reverse direction. This peculiar duality relation between interlocking networks is one of the main concepts of the paper and will be referred to as type II duality to distinguish it from the familiar (and entirely different) graph theoretical concept of duality denoted as type I. To emphasize its generality we will frequently label two interlocking networks with X and Y without specifying which one is the ridge and which one is the channel network. 
A BRIEF SKETCH OF ASSUMPTIONS, METHODS, AND LIMITATIONS
Since a major part of the paper consists of somewhat tedious graph theoretical concepts and arguments, it might be helpful to temporarily relax the standards of exactitude and completeness and, instead, to try to communicate the main premises and methods of reasoning through a more transparent language supported by illustrations.
As in any modeling research approach, we first simplify and idealize the object of investigation and, in doing so, introduce appropriate operational definitions, most of which come from the existing literature on channel networks and the theory of graphs.
Definition of Interlocking Networks
Like channel networks, ridge networks are graph theoretically coded as trivalent planar labeled trees. A channel network and the network of ridges delineating its basins and subbasins are said to be interlocking if there is one and only one outer ridge link positioned between any two neighboring outer channel links (Figures la and lb) . As such, interlocking networks are idealized representations of natural networks that provide an essentially accurate rendition of the main ridges and channels but only a rough approximation at the microlevel of individual outer links.
Methodology
To investigate the interdependence of interlocking networks we construct and examine their (type I) dual graphs (Figures 2 and 3) . All proofs and results are first formulated in the language of these dual structures, then the conclusions are translated back into the context of the primal graphs, that is, the interlocking networks, producing several theorems describing the interrelatedness of interlocking networks.
Domain of Applicability
Since, in the case of natural networks, every ridge is positioned between channels and vice versa, the interlocking networks shown in Figure lb are nessessarily incomplete. Applying the theorems in a morphologically "meaningful" way therefore requires an additional assumption that insures their completeness. This can be accomplished in two ways: either we assume that the networks are of infinite magnitude and cover the entire plane (Figure la) or that they are finite and cover the surface of a finite sphere (Figure 1 c) . While the second assumption is of mathematical interest only, the first comes fairly close to the topographic reality because most natural channel and ridge networks that are the subject of empirical research are subnetworks of much larger networks whose magnitudes, for all practical purposes, approach infinity. Thus, keeping in mind the definition of interlocking networks, the theorems apply to all natural networks and network paths as long as they are recognized as being embedded in interlocking ridge and channel networks of infinite magnitude. For large but finite networks the theorems apply only in approximation; they apply less as magnitude decreases.
GRAPH THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF

INTERLOCKING NETWORKS
We will start the investigation by simplifying both channel and ridge patterns to the point where they can be subjected to graph theoretical analysis. Researchers investigating the connectivity structure of channel networks found it convenient to represent them as trivalent planar rooted trees [Shreve, 1966; Smart, 1972] because this assumption greatly facilitates mathematical analysis and is also quite compatible with the cartographic representation of most natural channel networks.
With regard to the patterns of ridges we will consider all and only those ridge lines that delineate the basins and subbasins of a given channel network (Figures la and lb) .
Their identification on a topographic map follows, in principle, the procedure developed by Krumbein and Shreve [1970] for channels and adapted for ridge lines by Werner [ 1988] . In graph theoretical terms, these ridge lines also form a tree, and at least for the time being, we will assume that this ridge tree is also trivalent; this can be achieved by decomposing each node that appears to be of degree x > 3 into an interlinked set of x -2 nodes of degree 3. The justification for this assumption lies ultimately in the impossibility of its empirical verification: There is simply no way to decide, with absolute certainty and mathematical exactitude, the valency of many network nodes in the field. Thus we adopt an assumption that is mathematically convenient and simultaneously compatible with an imprecisely perceived reality. If a ridge network is a subnetwork of a larger network of ridges, its root is, of course, the connecting link (the root of the larger network will be defined in a subsequent section).
We will also stipulate that the drainage basin boundaries of any two neighboring outer channel links share exactly one outer ridge link in common (Figure 1 ). Thus there exists "between" any two neighboring outer channel links exactly one outer ridge link. Unlike the previous specifications, this assumption is sometimes ditficult to reconcile with the delineation of ridge lines on the basis of contour cusps. For the following analysis and its results we therefore have to keep in mind that the ridge network as defined here is often no more than an approximation at the local level, for the relatively small areas located "between" neighboring outer channel links. At the "macrolevel," however, the ridge and channel networks, whether observed in the field or delineated by the contour crenulation method of Krumbein and Shreve [1970] and Werner [1988] , fit the axiomatic assumptions spelled out above quite well. For the balance of this paper we will call two networks interlocking if and only if they are both trivalent planar rooted trees whose outer links occupy alternating positions, as described above.
Following the established terminologies in geology and graph theory, we call the nodes of channel and ridge networks outer or inner nodes depending on whether they are of degree 1 or 3, we call links with at least one outer node as end point outer links and links with inner nodes as end points inner links, and we distinguish between outer, intermediate, and inner network paths depending on whether both, one, or none of the end links of a path are outer network links. The magnitude of a network is defined as its number of outer links minus the outlet link or root (the root of a ridge network will be defined in a subsequent section).
Each network link separates the network into two components; the component which does not contain the network root will be called the subnetwork defined by the link in question. The magnitude of a network link is defined as the magnitude of its associated subnetwork. 
SOME SIMPLE (TYPE II) DUALITY RELATIONS BETWEEN INTERLOCKING NETWORKS
At this point it is essential to note that the particular properties of interlocking networks utilized in the arguments developed above are the same for each network, namely, both networks are trivalent planar rooted trees, and their respective relationships to each other follow the same definition which stipulates that the outer links of one form an alternating sequence with the outer links of the other. Thus the entire argument presented in the previous section remains valid if we exchange the concepts of ridge and channel and their derivatives. This, of course, means that the concepts of ridge and channel are dual concepts. It should be clear, however, that the duality applies only to the specific network properties identified above and to concepts derived from them; thus the internal connectivity of the two networks is not part of this duality relation.
Since a well established definition of dual graphs exists that is quite different from the one discussed here, we will refer to the duality between interlocking networks as type II duality and call the common notion of dual graphs type I. Both duality types are of prime importance for this paper, type I constituting the main tool for proving duality relations of type II.
As a consequence of the type II duality of the concepts of ridge and channel in interlocking networks C, R, we can duplicate the forgoing argument linking channel links to ridge boundary paths after exchanging the two concepts. Thus there exists exactly one channel path in C for every ridge link r in R. This path, denoted by b r, forms the boundary of the area that contains all of and only the ridges that make up the ridge subnetwork R r defined by the ridge link r. We will call this area the drainage area of the ridge subnetwork R r. In strictly formal terms this area and its ridge network correspond to the familiar concepts of a drainage basin and the channel network by which it is drained. To acknowledge their equivalence we will drop the term basin altogether and simply refer to them as channel drainage area and ridge drainage area, respectively.
The intimate correspondence of the two types of drainage areas becomes readily apparent, in both their forms and functions, in the following examples.
1. While a channel drainage area (i.e., a drainage basin) can be visualized as an overall concave form subdivided by convex forms with ridge lines at their top, a ridge drainage area can be visualized as an overall convex form subdivided by concave forms (valleys) with channel lines at their bottom.
2. Just as surface runoff does not cross the ridge path forming the boundary of a channel drainage area (i.e., a drainage basin), it does not cross the channel path forming the boundary of a ridge drainage area, that is, the area enclosing a ridge network.
3. While in a channel drainage area slope runoff moves from the ridge boundary to the channel network, in a ridge drainage area it moves from the ridge network to the channel boundary.
4. While a channel drainage area contains a sequence of ridge subnetworks that merge with the area boundary and subdivide the area into a set of ridge drainage areas, a ridge drainage area contains a sequence of channel subnetworks that merge with the area boundary and subdivide the area into a set of channel drainage areas.
The dual relations between interlocking ridge and channel networks sketched out previously will be expanded in a later section of this paper. At this point it should be reiterated that they represent a type of duality (type II) that is, in principle, different from the familiar graph theoretical type I duality [e.g., Price, 1971] that will be the subject matter of the following sections.
DUAL GRAPHS OF INTERLOCKING RIDGE AND CHANNEL NETWORKS
To further investigate the relationships that govern interlocking ridge and channel networks we will continue the analysis by studying their type I dual graphs. This strategy will render as trivial certain ridge-channel relationships which otherwise require rather lengthy and complicated proofs when derived in the context of the original interlocking ridge and channel networks [Werner 1982 [Werner , 1986 ]. More importantly, it also permits comparatively easy recognition and proof of new and unexpected interdependencies.
It might be useful to briefly restate the principles which relate type I primal and dual graphs to each other. Inasmuch as the concept of type I dual graphs will be applied to both channel and ridge networks, we use "neutral" symbols rather than the particular ridge/channel symbols introduced The resulting set of vertices X* and edges e* is the type I dual graph N* of the network N. Note that, in line with the principle of type I duality, the same construction procedure when applied to N* will render the original network N.
As a consequence of joining the outer network links of N in a new node, both the type I primal and the dual graph consist of "closed" regions only, that is, the regions are completely delineated by cycles of the respective graph, with each region in one being the image of a node (vertex) in the other. In particular, the new node has as its image the region consisting of the complement to the finite regions of the type I dual graph, that is, "the rest of the universe."
Our regions between neighboring outer links. Likewise, the image of a path is a sequence of edges in which consecutive edges belong to the same triangle and no more than two edges belong to the same triangle; furthermore, subnetworks correspond to subpolygons whose vertices form a subsequence of consecutive vertices within the sequence of the polygon's vertices. Since all of these relations are mappings between type I dual elements, they are, of course, reversible: the image of the image of any object is that object itself.
For the remainder of this paper the term correspondence will be used only in the restricted sense of a one-to-one mapping between the elements of sets of equal cardinality. We will abbreviate any one-to-one correspondence between objects x, y by y = x* or x = y*; such correspondences include, in particular, the type I duality relations between networks and the triangulated polygons that are their type I dual images. The main object of this paper, the type II duality features of interlocking ridge and channel networks, will be explicitly described as such.
To represent the graphs C* and R* simultaneouslY and in such a way that the interlocking quality of their type I duals 
SEVERAL DUALITY II RELATIONS BETWEEN INTERLOCKING NETWORKS
The discussion in this section will repeatedly take advantage of the fact that each edge in (C*, R*) is not only the dual image of a particular link in (C, R) but also corresponds to the boundary path associated with (the drainage area of the subnetwork defined by) that link.
The following lemma establishes an isomorphism between links in (C, R) and edges in (C*, R*) that provides the base for the proofs of several subsequent theorems.
Lemma. Let c and r be two links of the interlocking networks C and R, and let c* and r* refer to the edges of the triangulated polygons C* and R* that are the dual images of c and r. Then c is a link of the channel boundary path associated with r, and r is a link of the ridge boundary path associated with c if and only if the edges c* and r* in the double triangulation (C*, R*) intersect.
For a proof see the appendix. The lemma has several noteworthy consequences which we will state as a set of theorems. Theorem 1. In interlocking networks, channel and ridge boundary paths have the same mean number of links.
Multiple application of the lemma shows that every edge c* in C* is intersected by as many edges of R* as the boundary path b c associated with c has links. Specifically, the edges of R* intersecting c* are the duals of all and only the links of the boundary paths b c. Since the number of intersections of edges from C* by edges from R* is, of course, equal to the number of intersections of edges from R* by edges from C*, the above theorem follows.
Theorem 1 is a nice example of a statement that in the original context is is neither obvious nor trivial but that can turn out to be both once we subject the context to an appropriate transformation, in our case restating the theorem in the context of the type I dual graphs of the interlocking networks. Even though the proof is trivial in that it is merely an identity statement, the result is noteworthy not only by itself but also in light of the following comments' 1. Inasmuch as the geometric lengths of ridge links in a given homogeneous area follow a unimodal frequency distribution similar to the length distribution of channel links [Werner, 1973] For a proof see the appendix. In the substantive context of a natural drainage system the theorem relates the node, where a network splits up into two subnetworks, to that node of the network's drainage area boundary that separates Furthermore, we say that a sequence of paths in which consecutive paths are quasi-connected defines a quasiclosed curve if (1) the sequence is cyclical, that is, the first and the last path are quasi-connected and (2) any network node belongs to at most one path of the sequence.
Morphologically speaking, areas delineated by quasiclosed curves have an important and specific meaning: they represent all and only the areas within a fluvially eroded terrain that are closed with respect to nonchannel surface flow. For example, the maximum area that might be affected by the downslope migration of surface pollutants is delineated by the minimum quasi-closed curve containing the pollutant sources.
Theorem 5. Within interlocking networks each pair of corresponding paths defines a quasi-closed curve.
The proof has been omitted, as its reasoning proceeds in a fashion closely parallel to the proof of theorem 4. In particular, the theorem follows from the examination of the first and last triangle and the first and last edge intersecting that chord in (C*, R*) which corresponds to the pair of corresponding paths in question.
In physical terms the quasi-closed curve defined by two corresponding paths has its morphological expression in the fact that the end nodes of the channel path are positioned next to and downslope from the end nodes of the ridge path. The terrain delineated by the two paths constitutes a drainage area in that no slope surface runoff will cross its boundary. The area is drained by all and only the networks that enter the channel path on the side facing the drainage area (part C of Figure 6 ). Thus the concept of a drainage area generalizes the common notion of a drainage basin, that is, an area drained by one and only one channel network.
At least intuitively, the strict separation between boundary paths and all other paths of a network seems implausible, and it is indeed easy to see that boundary paths can be interpreted as being merely a special subset of the set of all network paths, by the following corollary.
Corollary. A boundary path is a network path whose corresponding path in the other network is the null path. As a pair of corresponding paths they form a quasi-closed curve, as defined previously, with the following modification: let b e be the boundary path associated with the network link e, then e is a link of the two boundary paths associated with the end links of b e .
Since the path corresponding to the boundary path b e is the null path, the quasi-closed curve coincides with the boundary path. Morphologically, the term "quasi-closed" refers to the fact that the two end links of b e are separated only by the outlet link e of the network enclosed by be, thus delineating an area that is closed to slope runoff. In the event that the boundary path under consideration is a ridge path, the drainage area delineated by the path coincides with the familiar concept of a drainage basin. Figure 6 , parts A and B, shows examples of both types of drainage areas delineated by a boundary path, that is, a channel subnetwork (quasi-) enclosed by a ridge path and a ridge network (quasi-) enclosed by a channel path.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
1. It would not be correct to assume that all axiomatic assumptions postulated in this investigation are required for all of the results. For example, the assumption of network trivalency has no effect on theorem 2, and it is not needed for theorem 1 if we replace the mean link number of boundary paths with the sum of the link numbers of all boundary paths. Hence these theorems can be generalized so that they apply to interlocking networks with any number of nodal degrees. In particular, they allow for network nodes of degree 2 which do not occur in nature (unless we change their operational definition) but can be introduced into the research as network links are eliminated to isolate particular subnetworks for study, while keeping the nodes in which they were connected to the subnetwork.
2. It seems likely that the demonstration of other topological interdependencies requires additional axioms. While the internal connectivities of interlocking networks are irrelevant to the theorems of this paper, they are by no means independent of each other. In particular, empirical data confirm what is suggested by the fairly uniform density of natural ridge and channel lines we observe in erosional terrains: the magnitude of any subnetwork of a given network is closely related to the number of links of the associated boundary path which is, of course, a path of the interlocking network [Werner, 1982] .
3. The last point has a geometric counterpart: the length of a boundary path and, likewise, the length of a quasi-closed curve must satisfy a lower bound which depends on the area enclosed and is reached when the shape of the area is a circle. Note, however, that the previous statement describes an observed regularity, while this statement is unrelated to the empirical world and is simply the logical consequence of the Euclidean axioms for the two-dimensional space of the real numbers (R2).
4. Network properties and parameters can conveniently be grouped into those describing network topology and those describing spatial network features. A third category, parameters describing the environment within which networks are embedded, has been part of many drainage systems studies but their impact on the interdependencies between interlocking networks has not been examined explicitly [Schumm, 1977] . This paper has dealt only with network topology. It explored several interdependencies between the basic topological elements (nodes, links, paths, and subnetworks) of interlocking networks, leading eventually to the derivation of a set of mathematical duality relations and to the formulation of a new concept, the drainage area, which combines elements from both networks and constitutes both a formal conceptualization and a generalization of the familiar notion of a drainage basin. Future research will have to include a systematic investigation of the spatial interdependencies between interlocking networks if the ultimate goal of a comprehensive theory of the fiuvially eroded landscape is to be accomplished. For the sake of completeness we should mention the limiting case of p consisting of one inner link e only. In this case it is e(1) = e(t) and therefore u • = u* * and t, V• --iYt, P and Q are the third vertices of the two triangles in C* having the edge e* in common. Hence there can be no edge other than e* intersecting the chord PQ. If e is an outer link, then P is the vertex positioned between the two vertices defining e* while Q is the third vertex of the triangle defined by e*.
Proof of Second Assertion. The first part of the proof established a one-to-one correspondence between all paths {Pc} of C and a set of chords in {#*}. We still need to demonstrate that for every chord in { #*} there corresponds a path in {Pc}, that is, the set of chords corresponding to the set of paths { p c } is { #*}. To this end we simply show that the set {Pc} of (nonboundary) paths in C and the set {#*} of chords in (C*, R*) are of equal size. The implication of the proof for ridge paths is straightforward' Inasmuch as the interlocking ridge network R is of the same magnitude as the channel network C, its set {Pr} of (nonboundary) paths has the same size as the set {Pc} in C and therefore {#*} in (C*, R*).
Given that the magnitude of the network C is n, the number of outer and inner nodes in C, that is, the total number of nodes, is (n + 1) + (n-1) = 2n. Hence the number of different paths in C is (2n)(2n -1)(1/2) or n(2n -1), and the number of network paths excluding the 2n -1 boundary paths, that is, the size of the set {Pc}, is (n -1)(2n -1).
The number of vertices of (C*, R*) is 2(n + 1), and the number of all possible vertex pairs in {S x S} is therefore (2n + 2)(2n + 1)(1/2). We subtract the number of elements in {e*}, that is, the 2(2n -1) vertex pairs of defining the edges of (C*, R*); they correspond to the links in C and R and therefore simultaneously to the boundary paths associ-ated with these links. We also subtract the 2(n + 1) pairs of neighboring vertices (i.e., the elements of the set {f*}). The result is the size ofthe set {#*}, which is (n + 1)(2n + 1) -2(2n -1) -2(n + 1) = (n -1)(2n -1). QED The last part of the proof is obvious: the relationship derived above between the paths {Pc} of C and the chords {#*} in (C*, R*) is based on properties of C with respect to which the networks C and R are indistinguishable. Thus the same line of argument applies to the relationship between the paths {Pt} of R and the chords {g*} in (C*, R*). As one-to-one relationships between sets are transitive, it follows that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the paths Pc of C and the paths Pr of R. Specifically, two paths from C and R, respectively, correspond to each other ff and only if the images of their links intersect the same chord of (½*, R*). The second part of the theorem follows readily (1) from the construction of a chord for a given network path as presented in the first part of the proof and (2) from the arrangement of vertices and outer edges in the double triangulation (C*, R*). Clearly, a chord that has a vertex of C* (R*) as an end point cannot intersect the two outer edges connected in that vertex but must intersect the outer edge connecting the two vertices of R* (C*) that are positioned next to and on either side of the vertex of C* (R*). Translating these statements into the type I dual language of ½, R will give the desired result.
